
To whom it may concern,

Hello,

My wife and I are the owners of tax parcel: 032629001002 located at 2431 hwy 508, Onalaska,
WA.  We would like to address the objections and concerns brought up by the Burden’s.

1) In response to the concern about the change in observed soil composition.  The study
performed by Charles Hampton was conducted on the area on which our current house
is located.  He did not at this time even step foot on the land that comprises the area of
the clustered development.  Becky Reiger (Licensed Wetland Specialist) performed the
wetland delineation and study on all areas of the proposed clustered development and
found no wetlands present in the development area which is separate from the area of
land in the study from 2012, and that explains the difference in findings.

2) I would like to address the concern about zoning by submitting the Lewis County Code
regarding clustered developments:

16.18.010 Clustered development encouraged.
(1) Clustered development is encouraged to: preserve the open feel of Lewis County’s rural

lands; promote the long-term protection of resource lands; limit the impacts from development

on hydrologic patterns, critical areas and habitat; reduce the number of public road access

points; and promote more cost-effective and service-efficient development on rural and resource

lands.

(a) Clustered developments are allowed in:

(i) Portions of urban growth areas that allow residences and are regulated by Lewis

County.

(ii) LAMIRDs and rural lands where residences are allowed.

(iii) Agricultural resource lands.

As you can see our proposed development is not only code compliant but is actually

encouraged for all of the reasons listed above.
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3) In response to the water availability concern I defer to the letter submitted by Sue

Kennedy  RS Senior Environmental Health Specialist, Water Program.

4) Becky Reiger has all the appropriate and pertinent certifications to not only conduct

wetland studies, but also design septic systems.

5) I agree that our property has abundant wildlife and that is one of the reasons we are

proposing the clustered development to ensure that the large remainder land be

conducive to the continuation and flourishing of this wildlife.  Additionally we have fenced

off our creek and planted over 900 trees and shrubs to encourage wildlife habitat.

Sincerely,

Steven and Sarah Johnson


